Dear colleague,
It is our great pleasure to announce the 2016 Energy, Materials, and Nanotechnology (EMN)
Meeting, which will take place in Beijing, China from 22st till 25th April, 2016. The EMN meeting began
in 2008 as a small workshop held at a traditional villa in Orlando, Florida. Since then it has grown steady
and become a global event on the general theme of Energy, Material and Nanotechnology.
The EMN Meetings now include: EMN Fall (Orlando), EMN Spring (Las Vegas), EMN Summer (Cancun),
EMN East (Beijing), EMN Open (Chengdu), EMN Phuket, EMN Istanbul and EMN Spain.
We invite all members of the international scientific community interested in new developments in Energy,
Materials, and Nanotechnology to attend and to submit their latest findings to EMN 2016. The conference
will provide a range of oral and poster presentations and invited talks.
Selected (after peer-review) papers from the conference will be published in various ISI and Scopus
indexed journals (Nanoscale Research Letters, Journal of Semiconductors, Lecture Notes in Nanoscale
Science and Technology, Springer Series in Materials Science, Journal of Nanoelectronics and
Optoelectronics, and Journal of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology). Only one paper per registered
participant will be published.
We cordially invite you to attend the conference, actively participate in its technical sessions, and
contribute to the continued success of this conference series. Up-to-date information on all aspects of the
conference will appear soon on the conference webpage: http://www.emnmeeting.org/beijing/
The site of this conference is Beijing, he capital of China, Tradition and modern civilization; one can enjoy
the Great Wall, the Summer Palace, the Forbidden City, and the temple of heaven; and more, Birds’
Nest, Water Cube, the new Beijing is worthy of your visit as well. Beijing’s numerous spots of interest
afford an individual with many opportunities for leisure and culture. On behalf of the EMN organizers, we
look forward to seeing you in Beijing and to join an exciting and enjoyable conference. The conference
will cover the following topics (Conference´s topics):






Bioenergy
CIGS
Memories
Nanomaterials for Electrocatalysis and Photoelectrocatalysis
Optical Fibers







Optoelectronic Materials and Devices
Organic Optoelectronics
Silicon Photonics
Solar Energy
General

The conference will be held in the Beijing Xijiao Hotel, located in the Haidian District, Technology and
Cultural Center, adjacent to Beijing’s Zhongguancun, known as Silicon Valley, the East near the nest, water
cube, the Olympic Village and other new landscape,
We invite you all to take part in this exciting and enjoyable Conference, where experts from all over the
world will be able share their latest research.
Abstract submission already opened (http://www.emnmeeting.org/beijing/for-contributors/ ). Please, follow
the
link
for
further
information
about
the
event
and
preliminary
registration:
http://www.emnmeeting.org/beijing/registration/ . Please spread this information among your colleagues.
If you require any other information (conference venue, accommodation, onsite registration), do not
hesitate to contact the Conference Secretariat at the following e-mail address: “beijing@emnmeeting.org or
emnbeijing@outlook.com” or visit the website http://www.emnmeeting.org/beijing/ (abstract submission,
proceedings publication, preliminary registration).
We are looking forward to meeting you in Beijing!
Kind regards,
Conference chairmen

Zhiming Wang

